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Abstract 
As the installed capacity of residential rooftop PV systems increases in the UK, the likelihood that LV networks 
will experience periods of unacceptably high voltage or line utilization increases also. Whilst the use of battery 
energy storage systems (BESSs) for violation management has been explored in previous work, the robustness 
and cost effectiveness of utilizing existing customer owned BESSs for such purposes has not been extensively 
examined on UK LV networks. In this paper, we use mixed-integer quadratically constrained programming 
(MIQCP) formulations to determine optimal BESS takeover for violation control at various PV and ASHP 
ownership fractions, whilst implementing Monte-Carlo methods to explore the multiple possible technology 
ownership patterns that may occur at each penetration level. We compare the cost of feasible BESS takeover 
solutions to the cost of the reconductoring works that would be required to mitigate the same violations, where 
novel mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations are used to determine the optimum reconductoring 
strategies. We perform the analysis on two models of real urban feeders located in the north west of England, 
and find that whilst BESS control may sometimes compete economically with reconductoring, BESS takeover 
control cannot consistently and adequately mitigate violations at the majority of PV and ASHP ownership 
fractions when BESSs are available at fewer than 100% of PV array owners residences.  
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1 Introduction 
 
With increasing concern for the security and environmental sustainability of the UK energy supply, the 
penetration of low carbon technologies on the grid has increased significantly, with the most recently available 
figures suggesting a total installed capacity of 12.7 GW solar photovoltaic (PV) [1] and approximately 100,000 
individual domestic heat pump  systems [2]. Though rooftop PV installation rate in the UK has fallen since a 
recent feed in tariff reduction [3], a 60% reduction in system costs over coming decades (resulting from 
technological advances in silicon solar cell development [4], multi-junction cell research [5], and productivity 
increases as a result of industry learning [6]) is predicted, and sources suggest that an 18% - 25%  penetration 
increase by 2035 is possible [7]. Furthermore, it is predicted that up to 1 million homes may own air source heat 
pump (ASHP) systems by 2035 [7]. 
 
As the penetration of low carbon technologies on UK LV networks increases, the likelihood that voltage and line 
ampacity violations will be observed at times of high generation or high demand also increases [8]. Many 
approaches have been explored in literature, including reconductoring networks with lower impedance, higher 
ampacity cabling [9], injecting leading/lagging reactive power via PV or BESS inverters [10], [11], and charging or 
discharging real power using BESSs [9], [10], [12]. Much of the technology required to implement a BESS based 
strategy has become commonplace over recent years, with small scale residential BESSs such as the Tesla 
Powerwall [13], and bidirectional inverter systems [14], [15], now commercially available to the consumer. 
Methods for coupling PV and BESS systems to the wider grid are well documented and understood [16], and the 
range of operating modes accessible on commercially available inverter systems is increasing; most 
commercially available bidirectional inverters are now able to operate at non unity power factors, and 
development of inverters capable of interacting with grid signals to provide load shifting, frequency and voltage 
control, feed in limiting, and harmonics compensation services is progressing [17]に[19].  
Previous work has considered how customer owned BESSs may be controlled to alleviate violations on typical 
European LV networks. Marra et al. considered a decentralized feed-in-limit (FIL) based placement and control 
approach that triggers BESSs based on the power threshold at which voltage issues begin to occur. The algorithm 
is applied over a simulation period of one year on a modelled Belgian LV feeder with 20% PV penetration, and 
adequate control is observed [20]. However, PV placement is not considered probabilistically, and the simulation 
is performed at only one penetration level. Wang et al [21] present schemes in which customer owned BESSs 
are time shared between DNOs (for voltage and utilization control) and residents (for increased self-
consumption), and Ranaweera [22], suggests a similar scheme in which customer BESSs are taken over by the 
DNO to provide voltage and utilization support on a network with 40% PV ownership and 7% BESS ownership. 
Again, both studies only consider a single technology penetration and placement. 
Procopiou (2017) [12], considers an advanced decentralized residential BESS control scheme. BESSs may charge 
only during peak PV generation hours, charging is limited to ensure enough energy capacity remains for voltage 
control, and a FIL is determined for each BESS (which is approximated as the export limit at which voltage issues 
may arise). Furthermore, simulations are performed at each PV penetration level to account for the effect of 
changes in array location, size, and load demand on results. The algorithm is applied to a French LV network, 
and is shown to work effectively up to PV penetrations of 60%, at which point customers begin to experience 
overvoltage problems. However, this assumes that every PV owner also owns a Tesla Powerwall system that 
they are willing to offer to the FIL scheme. Lamberti et al. performed a similar study using an Italian feeder model 
which allows various BESS sizes, though 100% BESS ownership is assumed again [23]. Fortenbacher [10], 
formulated a centralized optimal dispatch algorithm for voltage and ampacity violation management that utilizes 
generation forecasting to determine allowable SOC trajectories for BESS systems, and applied this to an 18 load 
test feeder with 100% PV penetration. Though network voltage is adequately controlled, as in [12], it is assumed 
that every PV array is coupled to a BESS system. Real world trials of similar schemes are in planning, with an 
installation of 40 BESSs on an LV network in Barnsley, UK under development; the trial aims to investigate how 
LV PV hosting capacity may be increased by mitigating reverse flow, ampacity, and voltage rise events with BESSs 
[24]. 
Cost optimal BESS placement algorithms that utilize convex relaxation of the AC OPF problem [25], genetic 
algorithm and simulated annealing hybrids [9], and mixed integer linear programming [26], can be used to 
determine the theoretical lower bound for BESS placement and sizing. However, these algorithms have not been 
applied to the takeover of existing customer-owned BESSs, and so do not consider the likelihood that BESSs do 
not, or cannot, exist at every node on the simulated network.  
Whilst all studies employed a valid test network for power flow simulations or BESS placement optimization, 
none considered how the feasibility of BESS control may change if their formulations were applied to networks 
characterised by high load count and load densities (with all except [12] studying feeder topologies with 
relatively low load counts by UK standards), and none considered how a change in the number of available BESSs 
may affect control feasibility. As a result we do not fully understand the extent to which customer owned BESSs 
may be used to mitigate LV network violations. Furthermore, whilst every study considered PV generation, we 
are not aware of any BESS dispatch studies that consider the effect of increased ASHP control on the feasibility 
of BESS based violation control. Though it is possible to solve utilization and voltage issues by fully or partially 
reconductoring an LV network [9], [26], only [9] compares this more conventional option to the BESS option, 
and this is limited to full network reconductoring. 
In this study, we explore the feasibility of applying centralized and decentralized BESS dispatch algorithms for 
voltage and line capacity violation control on two urban LV feeders. We consider the situation in which the DNO 
may optimally select specific BESSs from a set of available customer owned BESSs, and determine how the size 
of this set affects the likelihood of finding a feasible BESS solution at varying ASHP and PV ownership fractions. 
We also consider the likelihood of finding a reconductoring solution to violations, and where possible compare 
the cost of reconductoring to the cost of implementing a BESS dispatch scheme. 
The primary objective of the study is to determine the extent to which BESS based control is feasible on UK LV 
networks, specifically where BESSs are static, customer owned systems, and are not necessarily present in the 
optimum quantity or locations. The secondary objective of the work is to gain a preliminary understanding of 
whether a customer BESS takeover scheme is likely to be able to compete economically with the reconductoring. 
The work contributes novel methodologies for the determination of optimal BESS takeover patterns (and for the 
determination of BESS control feasibility) under varying PV, ASHP, and BESS penetrations, and for the 
determination of optimal reconductoring patterns under coinciding high PV and ASHP penetrations. 
Nomenclature 技 Elementwise (Hadamard) division 雑沈┸賃 件 抜 倦 vector of 1s 萱 Elementwise (Hadamard) 
multiplication  宋沈┸賃 件 抜 倦 vector of 0s 算察伺仕  Compensation paid to customers for 
additional degradation associated 
with BESS takeover for ASHP demand 
limiting (£/BESS) 潔彫津頂  Incentive paid to customers for BESS 
takeover (£/BESS) 潔帖帳弔  Cost per kWh of BESS degradation 
(£/kWh) 潔賃調朕  Per kWh cost of energy import for 
customers on standard tariffs 
(£/kWh) 潔鎚槻鎚 Cost of a BESS system (£) 算諜馴賑迩任韮 券頂 抜 1 vector of conductor segment 
reinforcement costs 潔捲茎結欠穴迎結潔剣券┸鶏 Cost of reconductoring the feeder 
head line segment in parallel (£) ッ系聴寵  Cost of self-consumption reduction if 
changing from the SC algorithm to 
the FIL algorithm (£) ッ系帖帳弔  Cost of degradation increase if 
changing from the SC algorithm to 
the FIL algorithm (£) 経庁彫挑 BESS degradation associated with 
operating in the FIL or ASHP demand 
limiting mode for the duration of 
either period (kWh) 経聴寵  BESS degradation associated with 
operating in the self-consumption 
mode for the duration of either 
period (kWh) 継沈┸痛眺勅陳銚沈津 Amount of energy remaining above 
the FIL for PV array 件 at time 建 for any 
given day. Remaining energy is 
predicted conservatively, and based 
on the 99th percentile for the given 
month (kWh) 継頚詣 Remaining fraction of initial BESS 
capacity at which BESS is considered 
to be at the end of its life (0 to 1). 薩陳銚掴  券叶券頂 抜 1 per phase line segment 
ampacity limits (A) ッ薩眺勅頂墜津 
 
券鎮券叶 抜 な vector of changes in line 
ampacity with existence of conductor 
replacement (A) ッ薩張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒 券鎮券叶 抜 な sparse vector of changes in 
line ampacity with existence of 
feeder head line segment 
reconductoring (A) 詣寵  Conductor Lifetime (years) 券銚 Number of ampacity monitor points 券頂  Total number of major line segments 券鎮 Total number of residences 券痛 Number of time points in time series 
analysis 券聴┸凋聴張牒 Number of BESS takeovers required 
to solve a particular ASHP 
configuration 券聴┸牒蝶 Number of BESS takeovers required 
to solve a particular PV configuration 皿痛挑沈津勅 券叶券頂 抜 1 vector of real power 
transfers across each phase of each 
ampacity monitor (centralized 
algorithm) or major line segment (all 
other uses) at time 建  (kW) 鶏沈┸痛鳥  Real power demand on network by 
load 件 at time 建 (kW) 鶏沈┸痛直  Real power inject by generator 件 at 
time 建 (kW) 鶏沈┸暢凋諜直  The power rating of array 件 (kW) 皿暢凋諜直  券鎮 抜 1 vector of 鶏沈┸暢凋諜直  values (kW) 皿牒蝶 券叶券頂 抜 1 vector of real power on 
each phase across each major line 
segment, specifically in the PV 
simulation case (kW) 皿張牒 券叶券頂 抜 1 vector of real power on 
each phase across each major line 
segment, specifically in the ASHP 
simulation case (kW) 鶏沈┸痛鎚┸庁彫挑 Real power discharged by BESS 件 at 
time 建 (negative denotes charging), 
specifically in the FIL operation mode 
(kW) 鶏沈┸痛鎚┸聴寵  Real power discharged by BESS 件 at 
time 建 (negative denotes charging), 
specifically in the self-consumption 
operation mode (kW) 鶏沈┸痛鎚  Real power discharged by BESS 件 at 
time 建  (negative denotes charging) 
(kW) 皿痛鎚 券鎮 抜 1 vector of 鶏沈┸痛鎚  values at time 建 
(kW) 鶏沈┸痛鎚┸寵朕  Charging rate of BESS 件 at time 建 (kW) 鶏沈┸痛鎚┸帖沈鎚頂朕  Discharging rate of BESS 件 at time 建 
(kW) 皿鎮沈陳鎚  Maximum allowed BESS real 
discharge power (ASHP demand 
limiting operational mode only) (kW) 芸沈┸痛鎚  Leading reactive power injected onto 
network by BESS 件 at time 建 (negative 
lagging) (kvar) 晒痛鎚 券鎮 抜 1 vector of 芸沈┸痛鎚  values at time 建 
(kvar) 晒痛挑沈津勅 券叶券頂 抜 1 vector of reactive power 
transfers across each phase of each 
ampacity monitor (centralized 
algorithm) or line segment (all other 
uses) at time 建  (kvar) 晒牒蝶 券叶券頂 抜 1 vector of reactive power 
transfers across each phase of each 
major line segment, specifically in the 
PV simulation case (kvar) 晒張牒 券叶券頂 抜 1 vector of reactive power 
transfers across each phase of each 
major line segment, specifically in the 
ASHP simulation case (kvar) 鯨沈沈津塚 Total apparent power capacity of 
BESS inverter 件 (kVA) 傘沈津塚  券鎮 抜 1 vector of 鯨沈沈津塚 values (kVA) 鯨頚系沈┸痛 State of charge of BESS 件 at time 建 
(kWh) 鯨頚系陳銚掴  Maximum allowed state of charge of 
a BESS  (kWh) 建陳銚直 The magnitude of the timestep used 
in time series calculations (min) 
劇堅欠倹沈┸痛陳銚掴  Maximum trajectory; the maximum 
allowed SOC of BESS 件 at time 建 (kWh) 惨牒蝶 券叶券帳 抜 1 vector of voltage 
magnitude values for each phase of 
each major line segment, specifically 
in the PV simulation (V) 惨張牒 券叶券帳 抜 1 vector of voltage 
magnitude values for each phase of 
each major line segment, specifically 
in the ASHP simulation (V) 惨痛凋陳椎 券叶券銚 抜 な vector of voltages at each 
ampacity monitoring point at time 建 
(V) 惨痛帳津鳥 券叶券勅 抜 な vector of voltages recorded 
on each phase of each endpoint 
monitor at time 建 (V) 惨陳沈津 Vector of minimum allowable steady 
state voltage に 216.2 V ESQCR, with 
column length equal the number of 
monitoring points (V) 惨陳銚掴  券叶券頂 抜 1 vector of maximum 
allowable steady state voltage に 253 
V ESQCR, with column length equal 
the number of monitoring points (V) 散眺勅頂墜津 券頂 抜 1 vector of binary variables 
representing the existence of 
reinforcement of major line 
segments  散鎚 券鎮 抜 1 vector of binary variables that 
denote the requirement for takeover 
of each BESS system 隙張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒 Binary existence variable for parallel 
reconductoring along the feeder 
head line segment 散張牒 
 
券鎮 抜 1 vector of binary ASHP 
existence variables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 Method 
2.1 BESS control algorithms 
The BESS placement formulations are developed in context with real time dispatch strategies, as the dispatch 
strategy significantly influences how BESSs must be placed and sized to ensure adequate control. Furthermore, 
the algorithms must be tested to determine how they alter self-consumption and BESS degradation, as a 
reduction in the former and increase in the latter may influence appropriate BESS takeover costs negatively (i.e. 
we may have to compensate customers for the negative effects the algorithms have on the operation and 
calendar life of their BESSs). The dispatch algorithms that the self-consumption, FIL, and centralized placement 
formulations are based on are described herein. 
2.1.1 Self-consumption (SC) 
 
 
Fig. 1 ʹ Flow chart mathematical representation of the SC algorithm. 
The SC algorithm is used as a comparison to the proposed FIL algorithm, and represents typical residential PV-
BESS system operation (fig. 1). When PV generation exceeds demand, the BESS charges at a rate equal to the 
excess generation, but is limited by the maximum inverter power and the remaining capacity of the BESS. When 
demand exceeds generation, the BESS discharges at a rate equal to the power demand, but is limited by the 
maximum inverter power and the quantity of energy remaining in the BESS. 
2.1.2 FIL algorithm 
 
 
Fig. 2 ʹ Flow chart mathematical representation of the FIL algorithm. 
The FIL algorithm charges the BESS only when generation exceeds demand. Charging is first limited to the 
minimum of excess generation, or a charging rate that, if exceeded, risks the BESS reaching 100% SOC before 
the end of the daily generation period. Finally, charging is limited to maximum inverter power, 鯨沈沈津塚.  
When demand exceeds generation, the BESS discharges at the minimum of excess demand, maximum inverter 
power, or the discharge power that would cause the BESS to reach its minimum allowed SOC. If the BESS SOC 
exceeds the maximum allowed SOC trajectory at time period t, then it discharges at the rate required to bring 
the SOC below this threshold. The maximum trajectory threshold ensures that BESSs have enough SOC 
headroom at the start of the next day to fulfil the export limiting duties that may be required. The control 
algorithm is shown in its mathematical form in fig. 2. 
2.1.3 Centralized algorithm 
The centralized algorithm controls BESSs as an ensemble using either a linear programming (LP) or quadratically 
constrained linear programming (QCLP) formulation (depending on how accurately line ampacity constraints 
need to be represented) that maximises overall self-consumption whilst preventing voltage and ampacity 
violations. The formulation that the centralized placement algorithm directly relates to is detailed in [26], though 
it could relate to any centralized dispatch algorithm that uses day ahead generation prediction to schedule 
violation mitigation dispatch strategy, for example [11]. 
2.2 Determination of customer incentive and penalty payments 
In order to determine whether a change from the SC to the proposed FIL algorithm could be an economically 
viable option, we must consider whether the FIL algorithm significantly reduces customer self-consumption, or 
significantly increases BESS degradation. We determined the cost of self-consumption decrease by applying each 
of the SC and FIL algorithms to a series of 180 day, 5 min resolution generation and demand time series, then 
calculated self-consumption for a BESS 件 cost difference as, ッ系聴寵 噺 伐潔賃調朕範デ 兼欠捲盤兼件券盤鶏沈┸痛直 髪 鶏沈┸痛鎚┸庁彫挑 ┸ 鶏沈┸痛鳥 匪┸ ど匪津禰痛退怠 伐 デ 兼欠捲盤兼件券盤鶏沈┸痛直 髪 鶏沈┸痛鎚┸聴寵 ┸ 鶏沈┸痛鳥 匪┸ ど匪津禰痛退怠 飯 (1) 
The BESS degradation associated with each algorithm was determined by applying the SOC series generated 
during the previous step to the degradation estimation model presented by Xu [27], with rainflow-counting tasks 
performed using [28]. The cost to the customer associated with change in generation was then calculated as, ッ系帖帳弔 噺 伐潔帖帳弔岫経庁彫挑 伐 経聴寵岻 (2) 
Where 潔帖帳弔  is the cost of 1 kWh of degradation, 潔帖帳弔 噺 頂濡熱濡鯨頚系仕珊姉ゲ岫怠貸帳潮挑岻 (3) 
The calculation was applied for PV array sizes between 1 kWp and 4 kWp. Results showed either a marginal 
increase or decrease in self-consumption (depending on array rating) (fig. 3), and a significant decrease in 
degradation in all cases, which can be attributed to the lower average SOC experienced by each BESS in the FIL 
case. For this reason we assume switching from SC to FIL over months of high generation has no negative 
economic implications for the customer, and so the cost of takeover is assumed to be £25 per half annum (which 
is competitive with the annual takeover payment currently offered by MOIXA [29]).  
 
Fig. 3 ʹ Shows the effective cost to the customer resulting from reduced self-consumption and increased cell 
degradation with a change from the SC to FIL algorithm. It can be seen that degradation decreases upon 
changing algorithm for all PV array sizes. 
A comparison of the SC algorithm output to the data obtained from the centralized algorithm in our earlier work 
[26], showed that the centralized algorithm generally decreases self-consumption by £6 - 10 per annum, but 
also reduces degradation at a value of £30 - 50 per annum. This results from both the lower average SOC and 
the more conservative charging behaviour the algorithm tends to exhibit. We therefore assume a switch from 
the SC to centralized algorithm carries no negative financial implications to the customer. 
We consider a payment of (£70 + £25) to any customer whom allows control takeover of their BESSs for ASHP 
demand limiting; this is equal to the additional degradation predicted for 3 months of cycling over the winter 
period (predicted using [27]), plus the half annum incentive. 
Although the payments for takeover and the penalty payment for increased degradation in the ASHP case are 
reasoned, a lack of anecdotal real world data on the effectiveness of the cost incentive, and limited ASHP profile 
data means that both may vary from the chosen values, and so we consider how a higher than expected incentive 
payment and a lower than expected BESS degradation may affect the economics of a BESS based control system 
in section 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Placement formulations 
The cost and technical feasibility of implementing BESS and reconductoring schemes is considered using 5 
distinct optimization formulations: 
 Centralized dispatch based BESS takeover 
 FIL based BESS takeover 
 ASHP demand limiting based BESS takeover 
 Partial reconductoring 
 Parallel partial reconductoring 
Each formulation is explained herein. 
2.3.1 Centralized dispatch based BESS takeover 
BESSs are taken over under the assumption that feeder end voltages, line utilizations, and customer BESS 
operation can be remotely monitored by a central controller, and the optimum BESS setpoints for utilization and 
voltage control may then be calculated and communicated by the controller (using a control algorithm such as 
that presented in [10]). This has the advantage of providing a solution where decentralized control cannot, and 
generally requires a smaller BESS capacity, at the expense of monitoring and communication infrastructure that 
would not be required in a decentralized control scheme (e.g. FIL). Furthermore, the reliance on voltage as an 
input variable may affect the scalability of the scheme, as control of BESSs on different secondary substations 
(SSSs) may somewhat affect voltage conditions on the current network, resulting in oscillatory behaviour, and 
I┌ゲデﾗﾏWヴげゲ BE““ゲ Sﾗ ﾐﾗデ ﾐWIWゲゲ;ヴｷﾉ┞ W┝ヮWヴｷWﾐIW デｴW ゲ;ﾏW operational pattern, resulting in variable self-
consumption and BESS degradation.  
Additional required monitoring costs are accounted for as in [26]. The algorithm is based on the placement and 
sizing heuristic developed in [26], and takes the form of a multiperiod mixed-integer quadratically constrained 
programming (MIQCP) problem with the objective of minimising the number of customer BESSs that the DNO/3rd 
party must take control of, 
m�n岫散濡岻樺温韮如┸迭 雑津如┸怠脹 散鎚  岫ね岻 
The minimisation is subject to numerous network and BESS constraints. Constraint (5) ensures voltage remains 
below the 253 V limit. The term 刷蝶牒皿痛鎚 髪 刷蝶町晒痛鎚 calculates the change in voltage at each feeder end point with 
change in BESS real and reactive powers, and 惨陳銚掴 伐  惨痛帳津鳥  is voltage change required to bring the network 
voltage below the upper statutory limit. The linearized sensitivities of voltage magnitude to real and reactive 
power injects are used to predict end of line voltage changes with BESS operation, and are stored in the 
sensitivity matrices 刷蝶牒 and 刷蝶町. Their formulation and use is discussed in greater detail in [26]. 刷蝶牒皿痛鎚 髪 刷蝶町晒痛鎚 判 惨陳銚掴 伐  惨痛帳津鳥 岫の岻 
Constraint (6) prevents line ampacity from exceeding the limit at monitored points, which are chosen based on 
potential for congestion. The term 皿痛挑沈津勅 技 惨痛凋陳椎 髪 岫刷挑牒皿痛鎚岻 技 惨痛凋陳椎 sums the contribution of generation, 
demand and BESS systems to the current at each monitoring point, where the matrix 刷挑牒 maps BESSs to 
upstream monitoring points. 
謬盤皿痛挑沈津勅 技 惨痛凋陳椎 髪 岫刷挑牒皿痛鎚岻 技 惨痛凋陳椎匪匝 髪 盤晒痛挑沈津勅 技 惨痛凋陳椎 髪 岫刷挑町晒痛鎚岻 技 惨痛凋陳椎匪匝 判   薩陳銚掴 岫は岻 拳月結堅結┸ 
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It should be noted that this formulation uses voltages and ampacity recorded at monitor points, whereas all 
other formulations use values for every major line segment i.e. a greater number of points. This is because the 
centralized control algorithm relies on remote measurements during operation, whereas for all others we need 
simply to ensure that voltages can be held within limits during the placement stage, and we can therefore use 
as many monitoring points as desired with no concern as to whether these monitors would actually need to 
exist.  
Each BESS inverter is constrained to a maximum total apparent power, and a minimum power factor. The 
formulation of these constraints can be found in [26]. BESS takeover variables are declared as binary, and are 
stored in 散鎚; If a BESS is required to provide any power capacity at any time, then the takeover requirement is 
registered in 散鎚 by changing the appropriate element from 0 to 1. Furthermore, BESS takeover may only occur 
where a BESS is already owned by a customer, is in suitable working condition, and the customer agrees to the 
takeover. In this study, this availability is predetermined randomly by forcing some elements of 散鎚 to take the 
value 0, where the number of zero elements depends on the chosen BESS availability % for the given simulation 
(e.g. 25% of PV array owners will have zero BESS availability when BESS availability = 75%). We also include 
equality constraints to ensure that the SOC at each BESS at each time step is equal to the sum of charging events 
up to that point, and to prevent the SOC from falling below 0, or exceeding  鯨頚系陳銚掴  during any time period. 
2.3.2 FIL based BESS takeover 
BESSs are placed under the assumption that there is no data communication between residences and centralized 
controllers, and BESSs primarily prevent the output of their associated PV array from exporting at more than 
half their rated power. This scheme has the advantages of avoiding communication and monitoring 
infrastructure costs, being independent of voltage i.e. stable to voltage changes on the wider grid, and treating 
customers BESSs consistently and proportionally to their PV array size. 
m�n岫散濡岻樺温韮如┸迭 雑津如┸怠脹 散鎚  岫ば岻 
The formulation is subject to the same voltage (5), ampacity (6), and control takeover constraints as the 
centralized scheme. However, BESS inverters do not provide reactive power, and charging is limited to inverter 
capacity (8), and to half of maximum PV generation (9). Furthermore, we do not consider energy constraints nor 
multiple time periods, as the assumed BESS has sufficient energy capacity to satisfy the FIL scheme on a clear 
sky summer day. 
】皿痛鎚】 判 傘沈津塚 岫ぱ岻 
伐 層匝 皿仕珊姉直 判 皿史 判 宋津如┸怠 岫ひ岻 
As before, if any charging is requested of a BESS, the relevant element of the takeover requirement vector 散鎚 is 
set to 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3.3 ASHP demand limiting BESS takeover 
ASHP physical modelling data [30], developed using the methodology presented in [31], was made available by 
the University of Manchesterげs Electrical Energy and Power Systems group. The modelling assumes a cold, but 
not excessively cold UK winter day (min temp 0oC). From examination of this data it can be shown that, even for 
feeders with very high load counts (for which we would expect greater diversity), the ASHP load diversity factor 
approaches 1. Our takeover model therefore aims to procure enough BESSs to handle utilization or voltage 
violations during periods in which all ASHPs operate at nominal power. 
The ASHP uses BESSs to limit the maximum demand of the pump under normal operation (i.e. without 
consideration of auxiliary heater operation), by discharging when the pump is operational. The formulation uses 
the objective function represented in equation (7). Constraint (10) ensures that a feasible solution has enough 
BESS capacity to ensure voltage can always be held above 撃陳沈津 (216.2 V), where 伐岫惨張牒 伐 惨陳沈津岻 is the voltage 
increase required to bring voltages at the end of each major line segment to within statutory limits, and 刷蝶牒皿鎚 
represents the voltage change as a result of BESS operation 
伐岫惨張牒 伐 惨陳沈津岻 判 刷蝶牒皿鎚 (10) 
Constraint (11) limits BESSs to discharge at a rates no higher than those noted in 皿鎮沈陳鎚 ; this is equal to the bought 
capacity of the BESS in kWh (70% of total capacity in this study; chosen as compromise between energy capacity 
and degradation rate, which was seen to increase significantly when operating the BESS outside of this range)  
divided by the highest number of on hours observed from the provided dataset, which represents a typical cold 
UK day (12.5 hours for radiator based ASHP systems, and 13.5 hours for underfloor systems). This ensures all 
BESSs can operate for a full typical UK cold day without fully discharging, and takes a value of 0.69 kW for 
underfloor heating systems and 0.74 kW for radiator systems when we consider the 13.5 kWh BESS modelled in 
this study. 
宋津如┸怠 判 皿鎚 判 皿鎮沈陳鎚  (11) 
The formulation is also subject to constraints that ensure BESSs can only be taken over where BESSs exist (i.e. at 
selected residences that we have decided also own PV systems), and at residences where ASHP systems are 
installed. BESSs may not operate for reactive power control. If any discharging is requested of a BESS, the 
relevant element of the takeover requirement vector 散鎚 is set to 1. 
 
2.3.4 Partial reconductoring 
Sections of the feeder main and lateral cables are replaced to bring feeder end voltages and line utilizations to 
within acceptable limits. The replacement cable properties are shown in table 1. The reconductoring model takes 
the form of a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem, with the objective of minimising the 
reconductoring cost. We simplify each feeder into a small set of cable segments - typically 3 - 5 for the main 
aWWSWヴ ヮ;デｴ ;ﾐS ヱ ヮWヴ Hヴ;ﾐIｴが ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘W SWﾐﾗデW けﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ ﾉｷﾐW ゲWｪﾏWﾐデゲげく Tｴｷゲ ﾏWデｴﾗS ｷゲ ┌ゲWS HWI;┌ゲW デｴW 
computational burden of the MILP formulation is too high if we consider every meter of conductor; the number 
of simulations performed during this study is >106, and so problems must solve rapidly. Furthermore, it would 
be practically awkward to reconductor several very small sections of a feeder. The existence of reconductoring 
along each segment is stored in the vector of binary values, 散眺勅頂墜津.  
The objective function (12) minimises reconductoring cost by multiplying the binary value of the reconductoring 
variable for each segment by the cost of reconductoring that segment. The cost is a function of the segment 
length, and the number of service cables that branch from the segment. 
m�n岫散馴賑迩任韮樺温韮頓抜迭岻 算諜馴賑迩任韮 脹 散眺勅頂墜津  岫なに岻  
In this formulation, we consider both the violations that the networks PV arrays could cause during summer, 
and the violations that ASHPs could cause during winter simultaneously. This allows us to ensure that the chosen 
reconductoring pattern is sufficient to handle stresses caused by both technologies. 
Constraint (13) ensures that line upgrades are sufficient to reduce peak voltages to 1.09 p.u. (250.7 V) at 
maximum PV generation,  and constraint (14) ensures that line reinforcement is sufficient to ensure voltages do 
not fall below 0.94 p.u. (216.2 V) at maximum ASHP demand. The terms 刷眺勅頂墜津牒蝶 散眺勅頂墜津 and 刷眺勅頂墜津張牒 散眺勅頂墜津 
represent the changes in voltage at the end of each major line segment (arising as a result of the chosen 
reconductoring pattern) at peak PV generation and ASHP demand respectively, and 惨陳銚掴 伐 惨牒蝶  and 伐岫惨張牒 伐 惨陳沈津岻 denote the voltage changes required to bring the network within statutory limits in each 
instance. 刷眺勅頂墜津牒蝶  is a matrix that contains the expected voltage change at the end of each major line segment on 
each phase with respect to each reinforcement e.g. the (8,4)th element 
ッ蝶典┸鉄鍋楠ッ諜填馴賑迩任韮 denotes the expected voltage 
change at the end of major line segment 3 phase 2 when major line segment 4 is reconductored. 
刷眺勅頂墜津牒蝶 散眺勅頂墜津 判 惨陳銚掴 伐 惨牒蝶 岫なぬ岻 伐岫惨張牒 伐 惨陳沈津岻  判 刷眺勅頂墜津張牒 散眺勅頂墜津岫なね岻 拳月結堅結┸ 
刷眺勅頂墜津牒蝶 噺 琴欽欽
欽欽欣 ッ撃怠┸怠
牒蝶ッ隙怠眺勅頂墜津 ┼ ッ撃怠┸怠牒蝶ッ隙津頓眺勅頂墜津教 狂 教ッ撃津曇┸津Ø牒蝶ッ隙怠眺勅頂墜津 ┼ ッ撃津曇┸津Ø牒蝶ッ隙津頓頂 筋禽禽
禽禽禁            刷眺勅頂墜津張牒 噺 琴欽欽
欽欽欣 ッ撃怠┸怠
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禽禽禁 
Constraints (15) and (16) ensure that the current magnitude does not exceed the maximum cable ampacity 
rating, where 紐岫皿牒蝶 技 惨牒蝶岻匝 髪 岫晒牒蝶 技 惨牒蝶岻匝 and 紐岫皿張牒 技 惨張牒岻匝 髪 岫晒張牒 技 惨張牒岻匝 denote the current 
magnitude along each phase of each major line segment in the PV and ASHP cases respectively. 散眺勅頂墜津 萱 ッ薩眺勅頂墜津 
is the increase in ampacity of each major line segment that results from the reconductoring pattern described 
by 散眺勅頂墜津. 
紐岫皿牒蝶 技 惨牒蝶岻匝 髪 岫晒牒蝶 技 惨牒蝶岻匝 判   薩陳銚掴 髪  散眺勅頂墜津 萱 ッ薩眺勅頂墜津 岫なの岻 紐岫皿張牒 技 惨張牒岻匝 髪 岫晒張牒 技 惨張牒岻匝 判   薩陳銚掴  髪  散眺勅頂墜津 萱 ッ薩眺勅頂墜津  岫なは岻 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3.5 Parallel partial reconductoring 
When the original reconductoring formulation fails to attain a feasible result, we consider allowing the head 
section of the feeder to be replaced with two parallel, equally sized conductors. The feeder head line segment 
is defined as the length of feeder between the SSS and the first branch point. The cost of the addition of a parallel 
conductor is added to the objective function as 算諜那賑尼匂馴賑迩任韮┸鍋隙張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒. m�n岫散馴賑迩任韮樺温韮迩抜迭岻 算諜馴賑迩任韮 脹 散眺勅頂墜津 髪 潔諜那賑尼匂馴賑迩任韮┸鍋隙張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒  岫なば岻 
The voltage and ampacity constraints from section 2.3.4 are adjusted to allow for parallel reconductoring of the 
feeder head segment. 隙張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒刷眺勅頂墜津┸牒牒蝶  is the voltage change at the end of each major line segment on each 
phase if parallel reconductoring on the feeder head segment exists, and zero otherwise. 隙張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒ッ薩張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒 
handles the change in ampacity of the feeder head segment if it is parallel reconductored, and has no effect 
otherwise. 
刷眺勅頂墜津牒蝶 散眺勅頂墜津 髪 隙張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒刷眺勅頂墜津┸牒牒蝶 判 惨陳銚掴 伐 惨牒蝶 岫なぱ岻  伐岫惨張牒 伐 惨陳沈津岻 判  刷眺勅頂墜津張牒 散眺勅頂墜津 髪 隙張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒刷眺勅頂墜津┸牒張牒  岫なひ岻 紐岫皿牒蝶 技 惨牒蝶岻匝 髪 岫晒牒蝶 技 惨牒蝶岻匝 判   薩陳銚掴 髪 散眺勅頂墜津 萱 ッ薩眺勅頂墜津 髪 隙張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒ッ薩張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒岫にど岻  紐岫皿張牒 技 惨張牒岻匝 髪 岫晒張牒 技 惨張牒岻匝 判   薩陳銚掴 髪  散眺勅頂墜津 萱 ッ薩眺勅頂墜津 髪 隙張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒ッ薩張勅銚鳥眺勅頂墜津┸牒  岫にな岻 
Where 刷眺勅頂墜津┸牒牒蝶  and 刷眺勅頂墜津┸牒張牒  are column vectors that contain the changes in voltage at the end of each major 
line segment when a parallel conductor is added to the head portion of the feeder. 
Furthermore, parallel reconductoring may only occur if the original feeder head segment conductor has already 
been replaced, and both cables must have identical physical properties. 
2.3.6 Iterative process 
Because the above formulations involve linear approximations of non-linear sensitivities, there is usually some 
discrepancy between the model-predicted network state and that calculated using detailed AC power flow 
calculations, and this can result in a solution that falls slightly outside of the constraints. We therefore allow 
iteration until there is no change in the value of output variables, which in all cases explored in this work required 
3 or fewer iterations. 
2.4 Simulation scope 
To understand the range of placement simulations performed, we must first define the nomenclature used to 
describe scenarios; 
PV fraction - between 0 and 1, represents the fraction of residences with a PV array. The array ratings are 
assigned probabilistically based on UK installation size data, that suggests 1%, 8%, 13%, 15%, 14%, 12%, and 37% 
of systems are sized 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 kWp respectively [32]. 
ASHP fraction - between 0 and 1, represents the fraction of residences with an ASHP system. ASHPs power 
ratings are based on physically modelled demand profiles developed in [31], where ASHPs serving radiator 
systems are rated at nominal 3 kW, and ASHPs serving underfloor heating systems (UHSs) are rated at nominal 
2 kW. 
BESS availability % - The percentage of PV owners that also own a BESS that is sufficiently sized and in good 
enough condition for the takeover scheme, and are willing to allow takeover of their BESS. We assume that PV 
array owners are the only residents who can own BESSs in this work, and that all available BESSs are sized at 
13.2 kWh (matching the Tesla Powerwall 2 home BESS [13]), and the BESS is operated only in the SOC range 0 -
70%, in order to limit degradation.  
PV/ASHP/BESS placement configuration に the specific location of each of the arrays/ASHPs/available BESSs e.g. 
at a PV fraction of 0.2 on a feeder with 75 residences, the entire set of PV placement configurations would 
represent every possible way to distribute 15 arrays between 75 residences.  
We assess 50 different PV & ASHP placement configurations at each PV & ASHP fraction. Within each fraction, 
BESS availability at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of PV sites is considered, and 30 different placement configurations 
of BESSs that are available for takeover are tested per PV & ASHP placement configuration に this is to account 
for the fact that in a customer owned BESS situation, the pattern of available BESSs may change over time for 
the following reasons; 
 A residents BESS degrades to the point that it is of no use to the scheme, and it is not replaced. 
 A resident who owns an operational BESS opts in/out of the scheme. 
 A resident purchases a BESS and opts into the scheme. 
These changes may affect the implementation costs and technical feasibility of a BESS solution. 
The hierarchy of placement scenarios is show in fig. 4. 
 
Fig. 4 ʹ A hierarchal diagram of all simulation scenarios explored during this work. 
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The entire process is performed on models of two urban feeders (fig. 5). The feeder models were developed 
during the University of M;ﾐIｴWゲデWヴげゲ low voltage networks solutions project, and represent real feeders located 
in the northwest of England. Feeder 1 serves 75 residences at a load density of 600 loads km-2, whereas the 
much more heavily loaded feeder 2 serves 186 residences at a load density of 2100 loads km-2. Both feeders 
experience voltage violations at renewables fractions <50%, but feeder 2 is much more vulnerable to thermal 
congestion than feeder 1. The feeder models are intended for use in 3Ø 4-wire unbalanced power flow 
simulations, and these are performed using openDSS. Voltages and ampacities calculated using openDSS can be 
fed into the optimization formulations developed in this study, allowing the iteration process (described in 
section 2.3.6) to proceed. All optimization problems are solved using IBM CPLEX. 
 
Fig. 5 ʹ Topology of the 2 feeders examined in this study. The location of the SSS is, in each case, marked with 
an asterisk. 
 
 
PARAMETER VALUE PARAMETER VALUE 
傘鮫察仕珊姉 13.5 kWh (9.45 kWh 
used) 
迎結潔剣券穴憲潔建剣堅件券訣 潔欠決健結 潔剣嫌建 £100 m-1  [33], [34] 
傘餐仔士 5 kVA [13] 鯨結堅懸件潔結 潔欠決健結 倹剣件券建件券訣 潔月欠堅訣結 £400 Joint-1  [34] 算察伺仕 £70 迎結潔剣券穴憲潔建剣堅件券訣 潔欠決健結 嫌件権結 300mm2 [35] 刷撮傘傘 傘姿史嗣蚕仕 察冊皿撮散 £6500 [36] 迎結潔剣券穴憲潔建剣堅件券訣 潔欠決健結 欠兼喧欠潔件建検 328 A (each Ø) [37] 算薩仔算 £25 迎結潔剣券穴憲潔建剣堅件券訣 潔欠決健結 迎怠 0.059 び m-1 [38] 皿伺始蚕司 讃珊算嗣伺司 ±0.85 [13] 迎結潔剣券穴憲潔建剣堅件券訣 潔欠決健結 隙怠 0.067 び m-1 [38] 察伺仔纂四算嗣伺司 鯖餐讃蚕嗣餐仕蚕 25 y [39] 迎結潔剣券穴憲潔建剣堅件券訣 潔欠決健結 迎待 0.215 び m-1 [38] 撮鮫鯖 0.7 [13] 迎結潔剣券穴憲潔建剣堅件券訣 潔欠決健結 隙待 0.074 び m-1 [38] 
 
Table 1 ʹ Shows the input parameters for all simulations performed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.5 Analysis Methodology  
We examine the solution to the reconductoring problem for every PV & ASHP placement configuration at every 
simulated renewables fraction level. If there is no solution for a given configuration, then we use the parallel 
reconductoring solution, along with its associated cost. In some situations, even parallel reconductoring cannot 
provide a solution, and this is discussed in section 3.2. 
We then examine the BESS takeover problem for every BESS/PV/ASHP configuration. If there is no feasible 
solution to voltage and ampacity violations for a particular BESS configuration, then the PV & ASHP configuration 
that it is associated with is considered unsuitable for control with BESSs. A PV & ASHP placement is only 
considered suitable for BESS control when the voltage and ampacity violations it produces can be consistently 
removed by BESS control, regardless of the exact BESS configuration. It is important to understand that for any 
given model run, we solve for control under high PV penetration (using the models described in section 2.3.1 
and section 2.3.2), then for control under high ASHP demand using the same set of available BESSs. This allows 
us to examine whether a network containing both PV arrays and ASHP simultaneously can cope with potential 
voltage and ampacity violations during both winter and summer months using a set pattern of BESS ownership. 
Within each PV & ASHP fraction and BESS availability scenario, we count the number of PV & ASHP placements 
IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS ゲ┌ｷデ;HﾉW aﾗヴ BE““ Iﾗﾐデヴﾗﾉ ;ﾐS ヴWヮﾗヴデ デｴｷゲ aｷｪ┌ヴW ;ゲ けХ “┌IIWゲゲげ aﾗヴ デｴW given PV & ASHP fraction. For 
any PV & ASHP placement configurations suitable for BESS control that require >0 BESSs, we consider the cost 
to solve the same placement configuration with reconductoring, and determine the difference between costs 
as, 
ッ潔 噺 算隙迎結潔剣券劇散迎結潔剣券挑頓 伐 潔彫津頂券聴┸牒蝶 伐 岫潔彫津頂 髪 潔寵墜陳岻券聴┸凋聴張牒 (22) 
Where we assume that 詣寵  = 25 yearsく TｴW ヴWゲ┌ﾉデｷﾐｪ Iﾗゲデ SｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;ﾉゲ ;ヴW ;┗Wヴ;ｪWS ;ﾐS ヴWヮﾗヴデWS ;ゲ けA┗Wヴ;ｪW 
annualized cost dｷaaWヴWﾐデｷ;ﾉげく A ┗;ﾉ┌W бヰ ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデゲ デｴ;デ デ;ﾆWﾗ┗Wヴ ﾏ;┞ HW ﾉWゲゲ W┝ヮWﾐゲｷ┗W デｴ;ﾐ ヴWIﾗﾐS┌Iデﾗヴｷﾐｪが 
whereas a value <0 suggests that reconductoring will likely be the cheaper option. 
In the base case, we assume that the FIL based BESS algorithm is the dispatch algorithm, and that ASHPs sized 
at 3 kW serve a radiator system. We then examine the sensitivity of the effectiveness of BESS control to a change 
from the FIL algorithm to the centralized dispatch algorithm and a change from the 3 kW ASHPs serving radiators 
to 2 kW ASHPs serving underfloor heating systems. The sensitivity of economic feasibility to the changes in 
customer incentive, BESS system costs, degradation under the ASHP BESS control scheme, and conductor 
lifetime, are also considered. 
 
 
 
 
 
3 Results 
3.1 Feeder 1 
The BESS takeover algorithm provided a possibility of solution to voltage and ampacity violations at up to 80% 
PV fraction and 40% ASHP, provided that every PV owner allows use of an adequate BESS. The maximum solvable 
PV fraction drops to 40% at 75% BESS availability (fig. 6). Below 50% BESS availability solutions only exist where 
the solution requires no BESSs, and therefore the BESS takeover method is useless unless the majority of PV 
system owners offer access to an adequate BESS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 - Average % success of the FIL BESS solution on feeder 1, where ASHPs are sized at 3 kW for radiator 
systems. 
Considering the costs (table 1), we find that the takeover scheme is cheaper than the reconductoring alternative 
at low PV & ASHP penetrations (0 - 40%), suggesting that in a small set of circumstances the takeover scheme 
may provide an economically acceptable means to delay reconductoring (fig. 7). It should also be noted that 
BESS control appears cheaper in the 75% BESS availability case に this is because there are more solvable 
configurations in the 100% BESS availability case, and these additional configurations require a greater number 
of BESSs to solve, which increases the average solution cost. 
 
Fig. 7 - Average annualized cost differential for feeder 1. If a BESS solution is technically infeasible for all of the 
placements tested within a given PV & ASHP penetration fraction, the bar representing this fraction is absent. 
Reconductoring adequately mitigates voltage and ampacity violations at all PV & ASHP fractions for 100% of 
simulations. Parallel reconductoring is never required. 
3.2 Feeder 2 
BESS FIL control was completely ineffective, with the probability of the existence of a successful BESS takeover 
pattern exceeding 0 on only 5 occasions (table 2), with control of ASHP violations failing above PV fraction = 0.2. 
In fact, a BESS takeover solution only exists in situations where the required BESS capacity equals zero, and fails 
wherever any violation is present. 
  
BESS ownership fraction 
PV 
ownership 
fraction 
 
0.25 0.5 0.75 1 
0.2 100 100 100 100 
0.4 0 0 0 74 
 
Table 2 - Shows % likelihood that a PV placement scenario can be solved with a given fraction of randomly 
located BESSs available for takeover. Table is equal for ASHP penetrations of 0 and 0.2, beyond which every 
element is equal to zero. 
Reconductoring is always able to provide a solution to violations provided that the PV fraction is г 0.8, and the 
ASHP fraction is г 0.6, beyond this range reconductoring becomes less effective. This is entirely due to thermal 
congestion; even with parallel 300 mm2 conductors, the maximum currents at PV fraction = 1 and ASHP fraction 
г 0.8 can exceed the cable ratings (Table 3). 
  
ASHP ownership fraction 
PV 
ownership 
fraction 
 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
0.2 100 100 100 100 32 0 
0.4 100 100 100 100 32 0 
0.6 100 100 100 100 32 0 
0.8 100 100 100 100 32 0 
1.0 36 36 36 36 12 0 
 
Table 3 - Shows % success of reconductoring across all placement configurations at all tested PV & ASHP 
ownership fractions. 
 
4 Sensitivity analysis 
4.1 Change to centralized control 
Adopting a centralized BESS control approach increases the likelihood of finding a feasible BESSs solution at all 
BESS availability fractions except 25% (fig. 8). BESS control cannot solve violation problems at high renewable 
fractions unless BESS availability exceeds 50%, suggesting that the BESS takeover method has limited scope with 
regards to this feeder. It should be noted that in the 100% availability case, and in various other scenarios 
presented in this study, the % success for ASHPs increases with increasing PV penetration, which may appear 
counterintuitive. This is because the number of available BESSs increases with PV penetration in any given % 
availability scenario, so the likelihood of these BESSs being located at the same site as an ASHP does also. 
Consequently, ASHP hosting capacity increases. 
 
 
Fig. 8 - Average % success of the centralized BESS solution where ASHPs are sized at 3 kW for radiator systems 
on feeder 1 
Furthermore, the additional cost of monitoring equipment results in average annualized costs that exceed those 
from the reconductoring and the FIL operation method (fig. 9). This is before the costs of data communication 
and processing are considered. 
 
Fig. 9 - Average annualized cost differential for PV & ASHP configurations in which the centralized BESS and 
ASHP BESS models are able to provide a solution to violations on Feeder 1. ASHPs are sized at 3 kW for 
radiators. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2 Change to underfloor heating systems 
The change to a lower power heating system allows an increase in maximum controllable ASHP fraction to 40% 
at 25% BESS availability, and 60% in some cases for higher BESS availabilities (fig. 10). In all cases of ASHP fraction 
г 40%, the % success does not change between penetration levels, and this is because ASHP systems require no 
control at ownership fractions г40%, and require at least one BESSs for control at 60% ownership. There is never 
a feasible BESS control solution when ASHP ownership д 80%. Where PV is no greater than 40%, BESSs takeover 
is typically cheaper than reconductoring where feasible (fig. 11), though a BESS solution is never guaranteed 
below 100% BESS availability. 
 
Fig. 10 - Average % success of the FIL BESS solution where ASHPs are sized at 2 kW for underfloor heating 
systems on feeder 1. 
 
Fig. 11 - Average annualized cost differential for PV & ASHP configurations in which the FIL BESS and ASHP BESS 
models are able to provide a solution to violations on feeder 1, where the ASHPS are sized at 2 kW for 
radiators. 
 
4.3 40 Year Reconductoring Lifetime 
The 25 year conductor lifetime assumption is fairly conservative, and so we examine how average annualized 
cost differentials may change if we assume conductors have a 40 year lifetime. Whist the economic advantages 
of the BESS solution become more marginal, the BESS solution still proves cheaper than the reconductoring 
solution at PV & ASHP fractions г20%, provided that BESS availability % is very high (fig. 12). 
 
 
 
Fig. 12 - Average annualized cost differentials for feeder 1. A conductor lifetime of 40 years is assumed. 
4.4 Half Expected BESS Degradation/Half BESS System Cost 
A halved system cost or halved BESS degradation rate (and therefore halved penalty payment) has a small 
negative effect on differential costs at PV fraction = 0.6 and ASHP fraction = 0.2, with average cost reduction of 
£150 per annum. This small reduction results from a reduced compensation payment to an average of 4 
customers. At any other PV fraction, ASHP fraction, or BESS availability below 100%, BESS control of ASHP-caused 
violations is either unrequired or impossible, so this change has no effect. 
 
 
Fig. 13 - Average annualized cost differentials for PV & ASHP configurations in which the FIL BESS and ASHP 
BESS models are able to provide a solution to violations on network 1, and half the expected BESS degradation 
under ASHP demand limiting operation is assumed. 
4.5 Increase in Customer Incentive Payment 
If we assume a higher incentive of £40 (which reflects the higher end of Moixas proposed takeover incentive 
[29]), then BESSs takeover is only slightly more cost effective than reconductoring at PV fraction = 0.4. BESS 
takeover is still the most cost effective option at PV fraction = 0.2 (fig. 14), though violations only occurred in 4% 
of simulations at this penetration level.  
  
Fig. 14 - Average annualized cost differentials for PV & ASHP configurations in which the FIL BESS and ASHP 
BESS models are able to provide a solution to violations on Network 1, and an incentive cost increase from £25 -
£40 is assumed. 
 
 
 
 
4.6 Feeder 2 Sensitivity 
If we takeover BESSs with the aim of controlling using the centralized dispatch algorithm, we observe exactly  
the same results as seen using the FIL algorithm, which further highlights the limited scope for the BESS takeover 
method.  
If we assume all ASHPs are 2 kW and serve underfloor heating, results are unchanging from the base scenario. 
We cannot assess sensitivity of results to cost on this network, as no solutions to violations involve BESS control. 
In the reconductoring case, the reduced ASHP nominal power results in a 
怠戴 ampacity reduction on the main 
portion of the feeder, meaning the congestion problem can now be solved at ASHP fraction = 1 (table 4). 
  
ASHP ownership fraction   
PV 
ownership 
fraction 
 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
0.2 100 100 100 100 100 100 
0.4 100 100 100 100 100 100 
0.6 100 100 100 100 100 100 
0.8 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1.0 36 36 36 36 36 36 
 
Table 4 - Shows % success of reconductoring across all placement configurations at all tested PV & ASHP 
ownership fractions in the case of underfloor, 2 kW ASHP systems. 
5 Discussion 
The relative ineffectiveness of BESS control in the ASHP case (when compared to PV generation case) can be 
rationalised by considering required operating times; BESSs may only need to operate for 2 hours to limit export 
during peak generation, whereas a cold day may require BESS operation for over 12 hours to limit ASHP demand. 
To ensure the BESS does not prematurely reach minimum SOC, it must discharge at a much lower power than it 
may charge in the PV case, thus limiting the efficacy of BESS control. Additionally, where BESS availability % < 
100%, it is often seen that the existence of a BESS and ASHP at the same residence does not coincide, and 
therefore the demand of some ASHPs cannot be reduced. 
Though the results suggest that long term violation management using customer owned BESSs is unlikely to be 
possible in BESS availability < 100% scenarios (and therefore we should not plan for this), if violations were seen 
to be occurring on an LV network, the DNO may be able to implement a BESS takeover scheme temporarily 
(provided that the configuration of PV, ASHPs, and available BESSs allows a BESS solution) to delay the need to 
reinforce に though this would require a very high incidence of available BESSs and a suitable network topology.  
A change from the FIL to centralized algorithm increases the likelihood of a feasible solution at BESS availability 
Хげゲ д 50%, though no positive effect is observed at 25% availability. It is therefore clear that a high BESSs 
availability is required for any a benefit to emerge from an increase in algorithm complexity on feeder 1. On 
feeder 2, neither the FIL or centralized algorithms successfully increase the renewable hosting capacity of the 
network. This is a result of the low ampacity headroom at the feeder head in relation to the number of loads it 
serves; feeder 2 must serve 2.4 times the loads that feeder 1 must, with only 1.2 times the feeder head ampacity, 
and thus suffers thermal congestion issues at much lower renewables fractions.  
The model described in this work determines the optimal reconductoring pattern for only one PV & ASHP 
configuration at a time i.e. we are solving the problem under the assumption that the placement already exists. 
Ideally, we would seek to expand this model to find an optimal reconductoring solution to multiple simultaneous 
PV & ASHP configurations, so that we could design reconductoring schemes that take uncertainty in future 
configurations into account. In reality, the takeover scheme is very unreliable at all BESS availabilities below 
100%. Therefore within the scope of the current work there would be no real world benefit to the addition of 
predictive modelling, as reconductoring would always be chosen in practice over BESS control due to its much 
greater reliability. 
The current work considers the mitigation of violations caused only by typical on-off cycle ASHP systems. 
However, there is a strong possibility that inverter driven variable capacity ASHPs will become the dominant 
technology in future. Because there is no available demand data for variable speed domestic ASHPs available, 
we consider the inclusion of such systems beyond the scope this study, with the aim to consider the technology 
when validated data becomes available. However, we do not believe that this is likely to change the outcome 
more than slightly, as variable ASHP systems still consume considerable power for the majority of heating 
periods during cold times (such systems are still only 10 - 15% more efficient than fixed speed systems during 
winter heating periods [40], [41]). 
Whilst the work presented highlights the technical issues associated with implementing BESS based violation 
solutions on LV feeders, it does not quantitatively determine the correlation between feeder topology metrics 
and the viability of BESS based violation control, and so we aim to explore such correlations in future work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 Conclusion 
This study has explored the feasibility of optimal customer owned BESS takeover for the prevention of voltage 
and line ampacity violations, and has introduced a set of MIQCP formulations to solving this problem. The 
formulations expand on previous work in the field by allowing low BESS uptake and non-ideal location of 
technologies i.e. our approach better approximates the non-optimal ownership conditions that may occur on 
future LV networks. The formulations should therefore be of greater practical use in network planning 
applications than those presented in previous works.  
We have shown that, assuming a competitive customer incentive payment, the BESS solution could be less 
expensive than the reconductoring alternative in some low PV & ASHP penetration situations. However, 
violations could never be prevented on the 186 load network using BESSs, a BESS solution could not be 
guaranteed at any particular renewable penetration level on the 75 load network, and the reliability of BESS 
control fell substantially in all instances that BESS availability % fell below 100%. We therefore do not believe 
that behind-the-meter BESS control can be relied upon to delay reconductoring requirements in either the PV 
or ASHP case, though ongoing work will aim to quantify the correlation between network topology metrics and 
likelihood of BESS control viability. 
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